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A Tripling Symbol for Central Extensions 
of Algebraic Number Fields 

Hiroshi Suzuki 

Let K/k be a finite abelian extension of a finite algebraic number field 
and M be a Galois extension of k which contains K. Denote by KM/k and 
Kj;1k the maximal central extension of K/k in M and the genus field of 
K/k in M. Since K/k is abelian, KiJk coincides with the maximal abelian 
extension of kin M. In general, the Galois group G(KM1k/Kj;1k) is iso
morphic to a quotient group of the dual M(G)=H- 3(G, Z) of the Schur 
multiplier H2(G, Q/Z) of G. If Mis enough large, G(KM1k/Kfi1k) is iso
morphic to M(G). In such a case, we call M abundant for K/k. 

Furuta [2] gives a prime decomposition symbol [d1, d2, p] which in
dicates the decomposition in KM1k/Kj;1k of a prime p which is degree 1 in 
K; 1k, where k=Q, K=Q(./d,_, ./d 2 ) and Mis a ray class field of Kwhich 
is abundant for K/k. Also it proves the inversion formula [Pt, p 2 , Pal= 
[Pt, Pa, p 2] except only a case. 

Akagawa [I] extended this symbol to (x, y, z)n for any kummerian 
bicyclic extension K=k( ~x", ~y) over any base field k with serveral 
conditions which make (x, y, z)n and (x, z,y)n defined and the inversion 
formula (x, y, z)n(x, z, Y)n= 1 be true. This contains the proof of the ex
cepted case of Furuta [2]. 

In this paper, we extend the symbol [ , , ] as a character of the 
number knot modulo m of K/k with m being a Scholz conductor of K/k 
which is defined in Heider [4]. The character is defined by using the in
verse map H- 1(G, Cx)~H- 3(G, Z) (of Tate's isomorphism), which is ob
tained by translating the norm residue map of Furuta [3], which is written 
in ideal theoretic, into idele theoretic. In our definition, the extension K/k 
may be any bi cyclic extension K = kx,. kx. with X1, X2 being global characters. 
But the symbol is of type (X1, X2, c), where c is contained in the number 
knot. So we can .consider the inversion formula only in the case when X, 
and X2 are Kummer characters X;,,nl and x~nJ. When that is the case, we put 
(a, b, c)n =(X;,,ni, x~ni, c) and calculate (a, b, c)n +(a, c, b)n (which are written 
additively in this paper). We approach this result to a necessary and suf
ficient condition of the inversion formula (a, b, c)n +(a, c, b)n =0, by 
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representing explicitly the components of (a, b, c),. +(a, c, b),. at the primes 
l:J of k where kl ra, ~b) and kl ~a, ~c) are of degree ,s;.n or l:J not 
dividing n (Theorem 1 and Corollary I). This gives the explicit value of 
(a, b, c),. +(a, c, b)11, when kl ~a), kp( ~b) and ki re) are tamely ram
ified. For the components dividing n, it is difficult to write down them 
explicitly in general. So we calculate it only in the case k=Q and n=2. 
(Theorem 2) 

In the final section, we compare this symbol with the one [ , , ] defined 
in Furuta [2]. But the comparison with the one in Akagawa [I] becomes 
too cumbersome, and it is so delicate that we omit it with saying here 
that they are essentially the same. 

§ 1. Homomorphisms <px11,, and ifrxtk 

For an algebraic number field F, we denote by px, JF and CF the 
multiplicative group of F, the group of ideles and idele classes of F. For 
an integral divisor m of F, we denote the ray modulo m of j F and px by 
JF(m) and Fx(m). 

For a finite group G, let / 0 be the augmentation ideal of the group 
ring Z[G]. For a finite extension K/k, IetNxi.t be the norm map. 

Let K be a finite abelian extension of a finite algebraic number field k. 
with group G. When G is abelian, the Pontrjagin dual M(G)=H- 8(G, Z) 
of the Schur multiplier of G is isomorphic to the exterior product A( G) = 
G/\G (=G®G/(g®g;g e G)). Let e(a, -r) be the canonical 2-cocycle of 
K/k and take a transversal {u.,; a e G} of Gin the Weil group Gx,.t of K/k. 
We define an isomorphism 'Pxl.t from A(G) to N;J;.(1)/10 Cx=H- 1(G, Cx) 
by 

<px1ia I\ t)=u; 1u; 1udu, 

-e(a, i-)e(i-, a)- 1 mod IoCK. 

Let a be an epimorphism and M be the Galois extension corresponding to 
Ker a. Then a determines an epimorphism A(a): A(G)-+A(H) naturally, 
and it gives a commutative diagram 

'PKl.t 
A(G) == N;}.,.(1)/10 Cx 

A(a)W ?II inducedbyNx,M 

A(H) == N;,:}il)/laC11. 

Since G is abelian, it can be decomposed into cyclic groups G, as G=G, 
X • • · XG,. such that IG3 1 divides IG,I for i<j. Let K, be the Galois ex
tension of k corresponding to G1 X · • · X G,_1 X Gi+1 X · · · X G, with group 
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Gt, and put Kt1=Kt·K 1 and Gu=GtXG 1. Then the above diagram im
plies 

A(G) 

rn 

'PK/k 
== Ng/;,.(1)/l0 Cx 

rn 

Proposition 1. Let F/k be a finite cyclic extension with group G(F/k) 
=(<1), and L/k be a finite abelian extension containing F with group H. 
Then 

where F' is the abelian extension of F corresponding to C,.,NL 1FCL and 
contained in L. For each A e NiMl), taking be CF so that ba-'=NL 1FA, 
the above isomorphism Nil,.(1)/Ni/;,(1)::G(F'/F) is given by A mod NiA,<1) 
IHCL1---+(b, F'/F), where (, F'/F) is the global norm residue symbol for F'/F. 

Proof. NL1F(NiMl))=N;l,.(1)= c;.-1 and NL1F(IHCL)=NLtFCi,- 1 are 
immediate. Since the kernel of a-1: Cr+Cp- 1 is Cx, naturally Ni/1c(l)/ 
Ni/p,(_l)IHCL == C;,-1/ NL1Fc;,- 1 == CF/C,. · NL1FCL; So the proposition implied. 

Put now L=KtJ and F=Kt, then Ni/F(l)IHCL=lau· Cxw If we 
compare the degrees, F' = K,1 is clear. So the above propositfon gives an 
isomorphism 

tx,J/k: Nx;J,ll)/Io,,C KJ== G(Kti/Ki) == G(K,/k) == A(GiJ) 

by using a fixed generator <It· For A e NK,~1,.(1), take be Cx, such that 
Nx,,tx,A=ba-1, then 

tx,JtiA mod la,,Cx, 1)=<1d\(Nx,1tb, K1/k). 

Now we define tx 1,.: Nxl,.O)/I 0 CI(::A(G) by 

tx 1lA mod l 0 Cx)= I; tx, 11lNx 1x 1JA mod 10,,Cx,J) 
i<i 

for A e NKMl). Then the following proposition shows 

Proposition 2. tx,J 1,.(cpx,11i<1d\<11))=<1d\<1r 

Proof. Put G'x,,,,.=G(Kii/k) and let 'Px,,.,.: Gx,,,,.-.G'x,,.11: be the 
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natural epimorphism of Weil groups. Denote by Vx,,k: Gx,,c~Ck and 
Vxlf,x,: Gx,1,x(·-+Cx, the group transfers from Gx,,i, to Cx, and from 
Gx,1,x, to Cx,, respectively. Put H=cpi!,,tCG'x.,1,x,) and let l: Gx,1,1r.-+ 
Gx,1,,./H• be the canonical epimorphism modulo the topological commu
tator H• of H. Moreover let 7J: Gx,1,,./H 0 '=.Gx,,1r. be the natural isomorph-
ism of Weil groups. · 

Take a transversal u.; q e Gu of G,1 iri Gxu,k· Then 

'Px!11iq1/\q,)=u;/u;]u.,u. 1 

=u.,u.p;/u;,1 mod I0 ,1Cx,r 

N x,11xiu.,u.p;, 1u;/) = V x,xiu.,u.p;/u;,1) 

=7) o l(u.,u.,u;/u;,1) 

=7J o l(u.JTJ o l(u.,)7) o l(u.,)- 17] o l(u. 1)- 1 

. =7J o ).(u.,)••-1 

because 7J o l(u. 1) e Cx, and 7J o l(u • .) is .a representative of q1 in Gx,,,.. 
So we can take the element be Cx, in ·the definition of 

ifrx,11i'Px,,1iq,/,q 1)) so that b=7J o).(u.1). 

Now we have the following commutative diagram, denoting by res the 
restriction maps and.a 1=<px,iu.Ja prolongation of qi to G'x_,1,1r.: 

u./----~bi--+Nx,11r.bi--+(Nx,11tb, K,/k)i--+i/rx 0 1i'Px,,1,.(q,/\q1)) I Gx,1,1r.~G x,,,.~c,.~G(K 1/k) ~ A(G) 

1~KiJ,k 1~K,,k 1~k,k II II ( ·~ ) 
G, ·. -res G. , res G' res G ----+ A(·G)· 

x,,,1r.~ x,,1r.t--+ k,k~ J 
. . 

o'if"--+U.1lkabt--+o'Jlkab1-'-------+qJIKJ = qi . . qtf\qj 

Since the above diagram is commutative, we have 

§ 2. Tripling (a, b, c) 

For a G-invariant integral divisor m of K, we call ita Scholz~conductor 
of K/k, when the mapping H 2(G, Jx(m))-+H 2(G, Cx) induced by Jx(m)-+ 
Jx~Cx is zero mapping (See Heider [4]). Since Jx=Jx(m)-Kx, NiJ,.(1)/ 
IaCx=NiJ,.(kX)/kXIaJx=.Jx(m) n NiJ,lk><)/KX(m)IaJK(m). And the con
dition that m is a Scholz-conductor is equivalent to Jx(m) n NiJ,.(kx)/ 
KX(m)l 0 Jx(m)=.Nx 1,.Jx(m) nkx/Nx 11,KX(m) by means of the norm map 
N;11,· 
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Now let X, and ~ be global characters of Jk (i.e. Ker X,-:::Jkx) such 
that ord X2 divides ord Xi, and K, =kx, be the cyclic extensions of k corre
sponding to Ker X,. For X,: Jk~G(K,/k):(1/ord 'X,)Z/Z; we take <1, e 
G(K,/k) whose image is (1/ord X,) mod Z (i= 1, 2). Put K=K, -K2. 

When K, n K2 = k, we connect the mapping ,fr of Section 1 with the 
above isomorphism. Namely, for c e Nx 1kJx(m) n kx, taking ~ e Jx(m) 
and Ce Kf with Nx 1k(£=c andNx 11kC=c, put (X,, X2, c)=XzCNx11kc), where 
CE Jx. with ca1- 1 =C- 1 •Nx1K1cr. It gives 

NK/kJx(m) nkX/Nx,,.KX(m)~ . l · Z/Zr;;;.QJZ, 
JM(G)I -

and the image c0 of <px1l<11 I\ <12) by N;if,.(1)/IaCx = Nx 1,.Jx(m) n 
kX/Nx,,.Kx(m) corresponds to (1/JM(G)I) mod Z. 

Remark. As far as the symbol (X,, X2, c) is defined~ its value is in
dependent on m. Scholz-conductor has the smallest element, so we use it 
throughout in the following. Instead of Jx(m), we can use any G-invariant 
closed subgroup j of Jx such that H- 1(G, i)-+H- 1(G, Cx) is zero mapping. 
But if we used i, the value (X1, X2, c) should depend on the choice of i. So 
we don't use this j for the simplicity. 

The following proposition implies immediately from the definition. 

Proposition 3. i) Let X~ be another global character such that ord X~ 
divides ord X1• When (X1, X2, c), (X1, 'X2, c) and (X1, X2 +X~, c) are all defined, 
it holds 

ii) If ord X1 = ord X2 and (X1, X2, c) is defined, then (X2, Xi, c) is also 
defined and 

When k contains a primitive root I;,. of 1 (fix it throughout this 
section), each a of k defines the Kummer character Xa. of degree n. 

Definition. Assume k 3 I;,.. When a, be kx satisfy ord Xa.lord X6 and 
kx,. n kx6=k, we put 

(a, b, c),. =(X,., X6, c) 
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Let ( av/v) be the Hilbert symbol and wn: (t:.n)-.(1/n)Z/Z~Q/Z 

be the homomorphism given by r.n - (1/n) mod Z. Then (a, (3)k,n = 
I::v wn( av~f3v) gives the Kummer pairing for a, (3 e Ik, where jJ runs over 

all the prime divisors of k and av, f3v are the p-components of a, (3 res
pectively. 

For each CE Nktaktolkikxakx/m) n kX, taking ~ E Ikx.kx,(m), CE kx. 
and CE Ikta such that Nkx.kxolk~=Nkx.lkC=c and c··- 1 =C- 1 -Nkx.kxofkx.~• 
we get (a,b,c)n=XlNkx.fkc)=(Nkx.lkc,bh,n, where <1a is the element of 
G(kx.f k) whose image by Xa is (1/ord Xa) mod Z. 

In the following, we consider only the case ord Xa =n for the simplicity 
and we write a instead of <1a· Put K1 =kx., K2 =kx,, K3 =kx., K=K 1K2 

and K'=K 1K3• 

Proposition 4. Assume (a, b, c)n and (a, c, b)n are defined with the 
Scholz-conductors m and m' respectively. Take~ e Ix(m) and IJ3 e Ix,(m') 
such that Nx 1k~=c and Nx, 1klJ3=b, and put o=(n-I)a+(n-2)a 2 + ... + 
an- 1 e Z/nZ[G(K 1/k)]. Then 

Proof Take the element C, Be Kt and c, o e Ix, so that Nx, 1kC=c, 
Nx,/kB=b, c·- 1 =C- 1Nx1x,~ and b·- 1=B- 1 -NK1x,m. Then 

Since o(I-a- 1)= I +a+ ... +an-i in Z/nZ[(G(K 1/k)], 

Moreover 

owing to (a•, /3'h,,n=(a, /3)x,,n(a, /3 E Ix,), As B-· and c- 1 E Kt, we have 

Now it follows from B=Nx,1x,IJ3·b 1-· that 

(N X/K,~, B- 8)x,,n =(N K/K,~, u-a,(l-u))x,,n + (N KIK,~, N K'/K,IJ3-:-•).K,,n 

=(Nx1x,~, N1<,!kb)1<,,n +(Nx,,x,IJ3•, Nn1x,~)x,,n 
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=(c, NK,tkbh,n +(NK'/K,Q3• +NK/K,(l,)K,,n 

= -(a, c, b)n +(NK'/K,Q3°, NK/K,(l,h,,n, 

and the proposition is proved. 

15 

It is a problem when the inversion formula (a, b, c)n +(a, c, b)n =0 
holds. We shall treat it in the following section. 

§ 3. Inversion formula 

When n = IT tP~'t where Pi are prime numbers, 

So it is enough to consider only when n is a prime power pm. 

We assume (a, b, c)n and (a, c, b)n are defined. Then ( ap b t = 

( a, c ) = (~) = 1 are every prime p of k. When this is the case, we 
p n p n 

call that a, b, c are orthogonal (See Akagawa [l]). As in the previous 
section, let ord Xa=n, K1=kxa' K2=kXb' Ks=kx.• K=K1K2 and K'=K1Ka. 
For each prime divisor p of k, take prime divisors 1131, 113 and 113' of p in Ki, 
Kand K' satisfying 11311131 and 113'11131-When l13'1Jm, put K'tl = Ut fore> I 
and Ktl=K'4! for e=O. 

Take (l,'41 e K~11l and Q3!ll, E KfuSm'l so that N K'41/kp(l,'41 = c and N K;,tkvQ3P, 
=b. Then we can take (l, e JK(m) and Q3 E JK,(m') in Proposition 4 with 
components I except (l,'41 and Q3'4!, at 113 and 113' for each l'J, respectively. 

Put nv=[K 1'41,: kv] and let o(nv)= L..7!11 (nfnv)(nv-i)a<ntnv)t (of course 
o(l)=O). Now we consider the components of (NK'tx,B·, NK/K,(l,h,.n in 
order to estimate the value (a, b, c)n +(a, c, b)n by Proposition 4. The 
components at the prime divisors of tJ are 1 except at l13i, and the compo
nent at 1131 is 

The equality is immediate from (a•n/np, f3'"1"P/P1)=(a, f3/P1) for a, f3 E K1 , 

we denote this component by rv· '41, 

For infinite, p, nv= 1 or 2. When nv=2, 1131 is complex and the Hilbert 
symbol is trivial. In case of nv=l, the above term is O since o(nv)=O. 

We consider the component rv at finite p under the condition [K'4!: kv] 
s;..n and [K~,: kv]s;..n. Then the homomorphism A(G(K'41/k9))--+A(G) in-
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duced by the inclusion G(K!l!/kp)- G is zero mapping and ~'i-m for every 
~jp. So K';'=K!!! and Kfu<:n''=Kfu,. If np,/b Et-K1$ 1 then [K!!!: kp]>n, 
which contradicts. Hence K1 contains "P -./b and "P ,Jc. 

$
1 

( "P ,.;- h ) ( C h ) At first we assume p::/=2. Then, since i' = µ = 1, 

"P,./c E Nxm/K1 K and we can set Nx /k.r£$=nP,./c. When "P,.jc•Cn/np) 
"' $1 !II !II • 

=C: (u E Z/nZ), we have "P,./c 8(np)=c;;-< 11eiun(np-l) • c<n/npl<np-l)/2 E kp and 

The last term is equal to zero when p * 3 or nP <n. 
Let P=3, np=n and Cs=C:13• Then there exist hp and Cp in Z/nZ 

such that h=abp mod k; and c-=a'P mod k;. Of course u=cp and 

If p'j,3, then evidently rP=wp(a)wp(h)wp(c)w .. (Cs!P), where w9 is the normal
ized additive valuation of kP. 

Now we assume p=2, [K!I!: k9]~n and [Kfu,: k9]~n. If c e k:, we can 
set NK'4!/kpr£!11="P,./c and "P,jc•<np)=,jc<np-l)n/np E kp. So 

r _ n (,Jc, h) p--w,,. ~--. 
nP !' 

If h e k!, then similarly 

If n <n and C ,t k 2 we can set N Cf, - !'n/ 2n, np rz and (""/2n, flp lc"l(np) 
p 'F p, .Kp/k$ p-'-n ,Y '-n ,Y Li J 

=(- l)n/2npc(np-l)n/2np E kp. Then 

n (-1, h) rp=-(n- I)w,. --- . 
2nP p 

If h Er-k!, c $ k! and np=n, then there exist hp, cP e Z/nZ; u, v e k, such that 
h=abPu", c=a'Pv". Take an element a e K1 such that Nx 1 /11:pa=-l. 

!111 $1 

Then 
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Since 

and a 2=(3·- 1 for some (3 e K1P,' we have 

(abPa, nu.ja"P) • CP.jabp\ np./a"P)=((a2)bpa, np.;a•P) ,1 ,, ,1 
(/3(•-1)8•bp np la•P) (N (3bp (-a)•p) = _ ' \I = K1!131 /kp , ,, ,1 

Next we calculate bP-cPwn( a,~). Take a e kp(.ja) such that Nkp(Ja)/kp 

·a=(.,.. Then Nx,!l!/kpa=(.~ 12= -1. So we can use this a. Now a 6= 
a«n-1) + • • • +1)8a(n-2) + ••• +0 = a(n/2)•• a(n/Z)((n/2)-1) = (a• +lyn/Z)•a- n/2=r.~n/2)•a-n/2 = 
(-l)"t2a-n12=(-a)-n12. So 

Theorem 1. We assume [K!I!: kp]<n and [K,,: kp]<n. Then rP has 
following values: 

i) rP=O for infinite i,. 
ii) 7p=0 if p-=/=2, 3. 

iii) When nP (=[K 1!1!,: kP])<n, rP=O unless p=2 and 1 <nP=n/2. If 

d ( -lb) (-le) P=2 an 1 <np=n/2, then rp=W,. i,' =m,. i,' . 

iv) When nP=n, there exist hp and cP in Z/nZ such that h=abp mod k; 

and c=a•Pmodk;. Ifp=3, rP=cP-bPw,.(Ca~a). If p=2 and hp, cP=O 

mod 2, then Tp=O. If p=2 and hp or cP~O mod 2, then 

rp=w,.(./7 a). 
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Ifp::;t:2 and !Ji-p then orthogonality implies [Kill: kv]:;;;;n and [Kf,: kv] 
~n. Whenp=2 and lJtp, [Kill: kv]~n unless wia)====wib)=I mod2 and 
kv $ {;2n. If p=2, w/a)====w/b)= 1 mod 2 and kv ~ {;n, then [Kill: kv]=2n 
and K}tl= U$1l={Vfu1l)n, so rv=O. 

Corollary 1. Assume lJ1P- Then rv=O expect the following four cases. 
i) Jfp=3, kv $ ( 3n andwia)w/b)wic)=;=:O mod 3, then 

rv=w/a)wµ(b)w/c)wn( ~3 )· 

ii) Jf p=2, 1 <nv=n/2, kv $ ( 2n and wp(b)wp(c)= l mod 2, then 

rv=f modZ. 

r = [k£,v1a):l':/-v1c)] - + [k£,la): kµ(,vb)] mod z. 
V [kl2n V b , 2n ,Va ) : k/2n Va )] [k/2n ,V C , 2n ,Va): k/2n ,va)] 

rv= [ki,va): ki[c)]wp(b)+[kp(,va): kp(,vb)]w/c) mod z. 
4 

Proof rv=O except i), ii), iii) and iv) is already proved. i) and ii) is 
evident from Theorem 1. At first we consider the case iii). If kv ~ {;211 
and w/a)==:l mod 2, then [Kill: kv]=[Kf,: kv]=n shows b and care con
tained ink; and rv=O. Hence above equation holds. So we may assume 
kv 3 ( 2,. or w/a)=O mod 2. Then kµ(,va) 3 ( 2,., and k/ 2",vb, 2n,va), 
kln ,le, 2n ,la) are uniquely determined. Since kv 3 t;0 kv(211 ,la) is a 
cyclic extension of cegree 2n. Put b=abvun and c=a•vv". Then 

So it is sufficient to show 

and 
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These terms take values in O and ½ mod Z, and 

(I),. (u, :n/2) = l {='; k/./u) C k/./a) 

{='; ki ../u) ckp(Zn .,/a) 

{='; k/:" ../li) ck/:" ../a) 

show the first equality. The second equality is all the same. 
Next we consider the case iv). If wp(a)=l mod 2 then band care in 

k! and rP=O. We assume wp(a)=O mod 2. Then a= -1 mod k!. Put 
=abbP,i and c=a 0Pv2. 

( u•Pvbp, - 1 ) · 1 b 
rp=(l) 71 µ =2 wp(u0 PV P) mod Z. 

2wp(u°Pu&P) = wp(u20PLJ2&p) 

-wp((abPtf)°P(a"Pv2)bP) 

=wp(b 0Pc&P) 

:=Cpwp(b)+bpwp(c) 

=[kp(..ja): kp(..jc)]wp(b)+[kp(../a): kp(..jc)]wp(c) mod 4 

shows iv). 

Especially if K., K2 and K3 are tame, then all the components are 
calculated. 

Corollary 2. Assume K., K2 and K3 are all tame. When p=2, let 

P1={t:J: finite prime of klkP :i C,, k! ~ a=c mod k: 

, kp(2"../li)~kp{ 2"../a), t:Ji-2}, 

P2={t:J: finite prime of klkP :i Co k! ~ a=b mod k! 
, kp(Zn..jc)~kp(Zn..ja), µ'{-2}, 

and if n > 2 then put 

P3 ={t:J: finite prime of kl k! :i a~ k!, wp(b). w/c)= 1 mod 2, µ'{-2}. 

Then 

(a, b, c),.+(a, c, b),.=0 if p=/=2, 3. 

lfp=3 

(a, b, c),.+(a, c, b),.= I; wp(a)wp(b)wp(c)(l);,(Cs). 
p; flnlte1p tJ 
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Jfp=2 andn>2, 

(a, b, c)n +(a, c, b)n 

= I: [kp(.Ja): klv'b)]w/c)+[klv'a): k/Jc)]wlb) 
p~ . ~ 

Jfp=2 

(a, b, c) .. +(a, b, c) .. 

= I: [k/Ja): k/,v'b)]wlc)+[k/Ja): k/Jc)]w/b) 
p • 4 . 

+H'P,+lP2) mod Z 

where j:) runs over all the finite prime of k which divides p or satisfies kP ~ Co 
a~ k: and wp(a)=O mod 2. 

At j:) dividing p, if [Kill: kp] or [Kfu,: kp]>n, it is difficult to determine 
rP explicitly, because we must determine the minimal Scholz-conductor or 
take the elements Nx$,/Ki!fl,18!ll' and NxptK,!fli (£', of K1!ll, which have norms 
b and c to kP and are contained in the smallest ib-th and ic-th unit group 
ui:) and UM;J respectively. 

So we calculate it in Section 5 only when k = Q ( of course n = 2). 

§ 4. Inversion formula over Q 

We calculate r2 in the case of k=Q, when K'f> or Kfu, is bicyclic over 
Q2• Then there are 22 cases by separating a, b and c modulo Q:. 

Ia. a=.-1, b=5, C=.5 

Ib. a=.-1 f-5, c=l 
b=I, c=5 

IC. a= -5, h=5, C=.5 

I,i, a=-5 f _5, c=l 
b=I, c=5 

I •. a=-=5 e _-1, c=5 
b=5, c=-1 

I,. a=5 t=-1, c=l 
h=l, C=.-1 
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Ig. a=5 e=-5, C=:5 
b=5, C=:-5 

lh. a====5 {b _ -5, C=:l 
b=l, C=:-5 

Ila. a====-l e=2, 
C=: 1 

b=l, c=2 

IIb. a= 2 e=-1, C::= 1 
b=I, c=-1 

IIIa· a=-I {b=2-5, C=:1 
b=I, c=2-5 

Illb. a====2 -5 e:-1, C=:1 
b=I, C=:-1 

IVa. a=-5 {b -2, C=:1 
b=I, C=:-2 

IVb. a====-2 e--5, C=: 1 
b=I, c=-5 

Va. a=-5 {b -2, 5 c_l 

b=I, c=-2-5 

vb. a====-2·5e=-5, C=:l 
b=l, C=:-5 

Via. a= 2 e=-2, c=l 
b=l, c=-2 

Vlb. a=-2 e-2, C=:1 
b=I, c=2 

VIIa. a=-2 e=-2-5, C=:1 
b=l, c=-2-5 

VIIb. a====-2·5e -2, c=l 
b=I, C=:-2 

VIIIa. a=2-5 {b:-2-5, c=l 
b=l, C=:-2-5 

VIIIb. a=-2·5{b 2-5, c=l 
b=l, C=:2•5 

Here, when two conditions contained in a case like lb, we consider only 
the upper one, because of exchanging b and c. 

In case of Via · · · VIIIb, 
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Put 
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w2(c- l) dz ---mo . 
16 

In case of I., lg, 

rz= Wz(b) mod Z. 
4 

Otherwise r2 =0. 

Theorem 2. Assume k= Q and both (a, b, c)2 and (a, c, b)2 are defined. 

Then 

P1={p: prime number=l mod 41Q: !ii a=.c mod a: 
, Qp(\17i)cs;Qp(\la)}, 

P2 = {P: prime number_ l mod 41 a: !ii a= c mod Q! 
' Qp(' ../c) cs; Qp(' .fa)}, 

P={p: prime number=3 mod 4!a=-l mod a:}. 

(a, b, c)2+(a, c, b)2 

= I; [kp(.Ja): k/[b)]wp(c)+[kp(.Ja): kp(../c)]wp(b) +½(•Pi+•Pz) 
pEP 4 

+r2 modZ, 

where r2 takes value as follows: 
r2=½ when in the upper cases of Vla., Vlb, VIIa., VIIb, VIila., VlIIb 

with b=9 mod 8, and when in the lower cases of Vla., · · ·, VIIlb with 
c=9 mod 8, and when in the upper cases of l., lg with wp(b)=2 mod 4, 
and when in the lower cases of l., lg with wp(c)=.2 mod 4, 

if Q; !ii a=c mod Q~ and b e a:, 

r2=w2( a, fie) if a: !i/ a=.b=c mod Qt 

r2 =0 otherwise. 
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§ 5. About the prime decomposition symbol in Furuta [2] 

We assume that mis abundant for K/k, i.e. the ray class field HK(m) 
modulo mover K is abundant for K/k. Put K(m)=Knx<m)/k and K*(m) 
= KJx(mJ/k' The other notations are the same as the beginning of Section 
2. 

Moreover let lx'<m> be the group of ideals of K*(m) which are prime 
to m. Taking representatives s., and s •• of a 1 and a2 in G(K(m)/k), define 
an isomorphism 

X: G(K(m)/K*(m))- l Z/Z 
ord X2 

by S-;11S-;,1s.,s., >-+0/ord X2) mod Z, where of course S-;11 S-;,1 S., s.,= 
(<pK1iai/\a2), K(m)/k). 

Definition. For each q e NK*(m)/kIK*(m), take an element O e J;_.(m) 
such that Nx*<mJ/kO=q. Then we define 

[X,, X2, q]=x( K(m)6*(m)), 

where ( K(m)/K*(m)) is the Artin symbol. 

Remark. If [X1, X2, q] is defined modulo m, then there exists an 
element q e kX such that q=(q) and (X1, X2 , q) is defined modulo m. For 
any such q, [X1, X2, q]=(Xi, X2, q). However even though q=(q) and 
(Xi, X2, q) is defined, if (Xi, X2, q) is not defined modulo m, the values 
(Xi, X2, q) and [X1, X2, q] may not be equal. 

Especially in the case that k = Q and n = 2, m · 1:1= is abundant for 
K/k, where m is the maximal Scholz-conductor of K/k, and 1)00 is the pro
duct of all the real primes of Kif m contains no infinite primes, otherwise 
1)00 = 1. Since any finite prime divisor of mis ramified in K(m)/K*(m), if 
the prime decomposition symbol [di, d2, a] of Furuta [2] is defined, then 
(di, d2, \a\)2 is defined and 

So Theorem 2 contains the following 

Corollary. Assume that d1, d2 and d3 e Z are relatively prime and 
d2, d3 >0. If the symbol [d1, d2 , d3] and [d1, d,, d2] of Furuta [2] are defined, 
then 
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